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London Visual Arts Guild is a charitable, 501(c)(3) organization which exists to benefit the citizens of London and the 
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Promoting Art and Art Education in London and Madison County since 2008

Policy:  Rental of Studio 7 Space to Groups and Individuals

From time-to-time London Visual Arts Guild (LVAG) receives requests from groups 
and individuals asking to rent their workspace.  The Board of Directors of LVAG has 
decided that they will make this space available and charge a modest fee for its 
utilization.  The records of this decision and the established fees are included in the 
LVAG Board of Directors minutes (date: 8/18/2015).  The following are guidelines 
established by the Board:

- LVAG will consider each request individually.

- LVAG reserves the right to deny the use of their space for any purpose or for the 
presentation of any content the Board of Directors deems offensive.

- LVAG, as a chartered not-for-profit corporation will not discriminate against any 
group or individual based upon race, sex, sexual orientation, age, religion or national 
origin.

-  In accordance with laws governing not-for-profit charitable organizations, LVAG 
will not endorse or support in any way, individuals or organizations utilizing LVAG 
facilities for any purpose outside of LVAG's stated mission; ie: to support and 
encourage the visual arts in London, OH and the neighboring communities.

- LVAG may decide, but is not obligated in any way, to endorse and support any 
individual or organization utilizing their space for a  visual arts related purpose.

Reviewed and approved by the LVAG Board of Directors on 8/18/2015
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Policy:  Rental Rates for Use of Studio 7 Space 

All space rental requests must go through the Education Committee Chair, 
who schedules the use of Studio 7.

Non-LVAG Member Rates:
- $20 per 4-hour block for events to which attendees do not pay an admission fee
- 20% of admission fees for events to which attendees pay an admission fee (e.g. 
non-LVAG endorsed classes)

LVAG Member Rates:
- Free 4-hour block for events to which attendees do not pay an admission fee
- 10% of admission/class fees to which attendees pay an admission fee (e.g. LVAG 
endorsed art classes)

Reviewd and approved by the LVAG Board of  Directors on 8/18/2015.
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